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BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE CHOICE OCTOBER
Naive DR2147 Don Quichotte, Jose van Dam
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE CHOICE OCTOBER
Naive OP30535 Vivaldi Trio Sonatas 

OCTOBER GRAMOPHONE CHOICE:
IRR OUTSTANDING JULY/AUG ISSUE

Delphian DCD34106 Gabriel Jackson 
Beyond the Stars
Choir of St Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh / Ferguson

OCTOBER GRAMOPHONE CHOICE:
Signum SIGCD295 The Word Unspoken
Gallicantus
OCTOBER GRAMOPHONE CHOICE:
Signum SIGCD256 Bruckner Symphony No 4
Philharmonia / Dohnanyi

EDITOR’S CHOICE – Early Music Magazine - September 2012
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE CHOICE September
GLOSSA GCD922901 Vivaldi Opera Arias
Roberta Invernizzi 
SEPTEMBER
IRR OUTSTANDING
Aparté AP036 Couperin Blandine Verlet



RELEASE DATE
1ST OCTOBER 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMC902136/37
Barcode: 3149020213629
2 for 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Paul Lewis [piano]

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas

Paul Lewis

Wandererfantasie Op.15 D760 in C major, 4 Impromptus Op.post.142 D935, Sonata No.16 Op.42 D845 in A minor, 
6 Moments musicaux Op.94 D780, Allegretto in C minor D915

"Arguably the finest Schubert interpreter of his generation [. . .] Time and again, you marvel at the confidence and
sureness of Lewis's playing, combined with the finesse and musicality that he has always displayed." Gramophone
Recording of the Month, February 2012

"Lewis's mature insight into the workings and emotional characteristics of these works lends his interpretations particular
power and depth." Daily Telegraph

"The Impromptus are a particular delight, projecting Schubert at his most lyrically flamboyant." The Scotsman

Paul Lewis is today regarded as one of the leading pianists of his generation. Having won the most coveted prizes of the
great classical institutions for both his concert career and his recordings on harmonia mundi (Diapason d’Or of the year
2002, 25th Premio Internationale Accademia Musicale Chigiana di Siena, Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik, and
three Gramophone Awards including Recording of the Year in 2008), he was awarded an honorary doctorate by the
University of Southampton in 2009. He is also the first pianist in the history of the BBC Proms to have played the
complete Beethoven concertos in a single season (2010).
He appears as a guest in the most prestigious concert halls and with the foremost orchestras and enjoys a privileged
relationship with the Wigmore Hall, where he has performed more than 50 times.
Early in 2011, Paul Lewis embarked on a two-year concert tour devoted to the works written by Schubert in the last six
years of his life. When this is completed, he will have played in London, New York, Chicago, Tokyo, Melbourne,
Rotterdam, Bologna, Florence and at the Schwarzenberg Schubertiade and the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées in Paris.



RELEASE DATE
1ST OCTOBER 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: HMC902126/28
Barcode: 3149020212622
3 for 2
Format: 3 CD
Nicolas Rivenq
Sophie Karthäuser
Jeremy Ovenden
Alexandrina Pendatchanska
Marie-Claude Chappuis
Sunhae Im
Michael Nagy

MOZART: La finta giardiniera

Freiburger Barockorchester
René Jacobs

'La finta giardiniera' has long been one of the lesser-known operas of the young Mozart, perhaps because the original
Munich version, sung in Italian, quickly disappeared from the repertoire until it was revived in German from 1779
onwards. 
A posthumous version from 1796 displays skilful reorchestration: extremely ‘symphonic’ and typical of late Mozart – to
such an extent that numerous specialists have thought they detected the composer’s own hand. It is this so-called
‘Námest' version that is recorded here by René Jacobs, who sees in this amazingly lively opera "a very ancient form of
theatre, which blithely mingles farce with great passions (...) and elements typical of a 'modern' initiatory opera". 
René Jacobs reputation in the operas of Mozart is unsurpassed and this major rediscovery is a priority for the Autumn.
The luxury packaging includes an essay on the Prague score and the customary scholarly notes from René Jacobs on
his performing version. 
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMU807522
Barcode: 093046752262
Normal Price
Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: cristal
Conspirare
Craig Hella Johnson & Company of Voices
*with David Farwing, baritone, & Chamber
Orchestra

BARBER: An American Romantic

Conspirare, Craig Hella Johnson, Company of Voices

Twelfth night, To be sung on the water, The virgin martyrs, Let down the bars, O death, Reincarnations, 
A stopwatch and an ordnance map, Sure on this shining night, Agnus Dei Op.11; BARBER-KYR: The Lovers*, 
Easter Chorale

Samuel Barber’s lyrical melodies and unabashed romanticism have earned him a cherished place in the pantheon of
20th-century composers. Recorded here are some of Barber’s finest works for choir (including the beloved 'Agnus Dei')
alongside 2 world premières: a new version for chamber chorus and orchestra of Barber’s anguished work 'The Lovers'
on poetry by Pablo Neruda, and a new version of 'Easter Chorale', which were both made by Robert Kyr for Craig Hella
Johnson and Conspirare.
From its 1991 origins as a summer classical music festival in Austin, Texas, Conspirare has evolved into an
internationally recognised, professional choral organisation known for outstanding vocal artistry and innovative
programming. Led by founder and artistic director Craig Hella Johnson, Conspirare comprises a professional chamber
choir, a highly skilled volunteer Symphonic Choir, and an outstanding youth choir.  
Conspirare’s critically acclaimed releases on the harmonia mundi label have earned copious praise. 'Threshold of Night'
(2008) in particular, featured music by Tarik O’Regan and was nominated for Best Choral Performance and Best
Classical Album at the Grammys. 

“You would have to search long and hard to find a choral group which sings with such precision and poise as the
Company of Voices directed by Craig Hella Johnson” International Record Review

HMU807518 Requiem **** 
"In the hands of the 34-voice professional Texan choir Conspirare, it sounds a work of infinite tenderness, creating an
effect like a cushioned, silken, compassionate embrace." Irish Times, 31 July 2009 

HMU807490 Tarik O'Regan Threshold Of Night
"The success of these works is due in no small part to the technical and interpretational skills of Conspirare, Craig Hella
Johnson and the Company of Voices. Their performance is ravishing throughout, and one can only hope that their
partnership with O'Regan continues"
Charlotte Gardner, BBC Interactive, 25 September 2008 

“Conspirare is one of America’s leading vocal ensembles, and it’s easy to hear why in these superb
performances…exceptionally well-recorded and presented release.” International Record Review



RELEASE DATE
1ST OCTOBER 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMC902135
Barcode: 3149020213520
Normal Price
Format: 1 CD
Fiorenza de Donatis, Andrea Rognoni, 
Anaïs Chen [violins]
Stefano Marcocchi [viola]
Mauro Valli [cello & violoncello piccolo]
Vanni Moretto [double bass]
Brigitte Gasser [violetta, viola da gamba &
lirone]
Naoki Kitaya [harpsichord & organ]
Daniele Caminiti [theorbo, baroque guitar &
archlute]
Margit Übellacker [psalterium]
Maurice Steger [direction, recorder]

Una follia di Napoli 1725 
Concertos & Sonatas for recorder by Leo, Sarri, Barbella, Fiorenza, Mancini, D.
Scarlatti, A. Scarlatti
Maurice Steger

In the ‘holy year’ of 1725, the most famous flautist of his time, J. J. Quantz, visited Naples. He inspired a host of sonatas
and concertos by the great Alessandro Scarlatti and his most talented successors. Now Maurice Steger brings these
treasures back to life, drawing on a Neapolitan collection dating from 1725. He has assembled the leading specialists in
the genre, whom you can see in the enthralling DVD included here. The result is dazzling, poetic, in a word, masterly.
Maurice Steger has succeeded in establishing himself as one of the most popular soloists in the early music field. His
lively manner and his personal, spontaneous and technically brilliant style of playing have helped to revive the recorder
as an instrument and give it an entirely new place in the musical world. He has been acclaimed as "the Roger Federer of
the recorder.” by IRR

HMC902024 Venezia 1625 
"If the recession is getting you down, if you’re feeling floored by the recent emergency budget, this CD may be just the
thing to cheer you up. Maurice Steger, virtuoso supreme of the recorder, and an ensemble of 14 musicians gorge on the
fantasy-rich dynamism of instrumental music in 17th-century Venice. Check out the pluck-fest accompaniment to two
warbling recorders in Uccellini’s Aria sopra la Bergamasca , the excitedly twittering recorders in Merula’s Chiaccona, or
the low-pitched quacking of a bass dulcian in Fontana’s Sonata IV . Whether it’s through its delight in madcap
flamboyance or its care with expressively probing chromaticism, this is a collection to lift anyone’s spirits." Irish Times, 17
April 2009

HMU907523 Mr Corelli in London 
"Steger's performance is a thrilling hybrid, dazzlingly embellished yet pure and true of tone. The English Concert match
Steger's élan, with glorious solos from the ensemble." Anna Picard, The Independent on Sunday, 11 April 2010
OUTSTANDING

"Steger is on stunning form on this endlessly fascinating recital … An astonishingly gifted musician, who produces a
range of colours and sonorities from his recorders that few others can match. … Nominating a disc for the IRR
Outstanding accolade is a serious business. It should not be done on a whim. So it is embarrassing to admit that by
about 30 seconds into the first track of this recording my decision was as good as made." Andrew O’Connor,
International Record Review, June 2010
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